Survey on Anonymization using k-anonymity for Privacy Preserving in Data Mining
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Abstract—K-Anonymity widely used in protecting privacy. By the definition we can say anonymization means a nameless for that take one example like a person should not identifiable untraceable or unreachable. Anonymization using k-anonymity for privacy preserving gives the best privacy for the data and more protective for the whole datasets. In this paper we used Hybrid anonymization for mixing some type of data. In this case we show that this model applied to various data mining problems and also various data mining algorithms. In the many paper we show that using the k-anonymity we reduce the more information loss but here issue is that not satisfied with multiple sensitive attributes. Using the k-anonymity for privacy preserving the main motivation is removing or transferring personally identifiable information.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Now a days fast development age, more and huge amount of data which is used by a people, at that same timing privacy issue in that published data have drawn more and more people’s attention. K-anonymity is the anonymization approach which is proposed by the Samarati and Sweeney attacks [13]. Here we can say that the classification techniques can be applied for the figure that relationship between the quantity and features of sold items [9]. In the k-anonymity many attacks are apply on data sets like Linking Attack for this we get one example in that case we have two data set table like medical database and voter database here we compare the same data like age now we show that in both table and if we find that age 39 than show both table and find the person name and his disease like that. Second attack is Homogeneity attack in that case all the sensitive values in each equiline class are identical in such case even though the data is anonymized the sensitive value of that an individual can be predicted. In third case it is a Background knowledge attack in this attack that entire sensitive attribute can be identified based on the association between on ore more quasi identifier attributes.[4] Here the concept of the privacy preserving in data mining is that extend the main traditional data mining techniques to work with modify related data and hide sensitive information. For that PPDM that support the cryptographic and anonymized based approach. In the Cryptographic approach carry out the data mining task using secure multi party computational (SMC). Another approach is the anonymization approach in that case it replaces original value of attribute with modified related value in data base for privacy preservation. In our concept we use anonymized approach because cryptographic approach is used only on distributed database and anonymized approach used on both distributed and centralized database. Providing the k-anonymity the main purpose divide patterns into common patterns into a special pattern, with a special pattern Is a one type of pattern which is not shared by more than k peoples and that time only blur and remove that special pattern before it release. One another thing of k-anonymity model that is emphasizes upon the existence of a minimum of k vertices in the anonymized network a node that cannot be re-identified with confidence more than 1/k. In this paper we used many data mining algorithms which used for the k-anonymity. In the case of the PPDM we can use multiple methods like that the classification methods based on the some different area like data distribution for the dataset, data distortion for the data, data mining algorithms for the whole dataset, data or rules for hiding the data and that gives the most security for the datasets [1].

II. RELATED WORK

An easy Privacy protection technology is one type of firstly popular academic research which has many applications which are famous in many areas in recent years [1]. K-anonymity is one of the techniques which help in releasing a large amount of data.

A. Anonymized Approaches

There are many anonymized approaches are available like k-anonymity, l-diversity for k-anonymity, p-sensitive k-anonymity, (α, k)-anonymity, t-closeness, (k, e)-anonymity, (c, k)-safety, m-confidentiality, skyline privacy etc. These all approaches are firstly focus on achieving the anonymized data and do not consider on how much data to be anonymized. Here we can say that such type of anonymized may be of good quality and preserve the privacy. However, it leads to unnecessary information loss. For this reason we need to restrict the amount of data which is allowed for generalization. In all that approaches some approaches are Generalization
based approaches and some are Permutation based approaches. In this paper we mainly focus on the k-anonymity approach. And k-anonymity approach is generalized based approach and generalize approach is better than the Permutation based approach because it provides protection against the presence privacy and association privacy. Here observing the k-anonymity we find that the k-anonymity does not maintain diversity of the sensitive attribute in each equivalence class.

B. PPDM Techniques

In the previous work there is many PPDM techniques are available. There is two main area for the PPDM Techniques.

- Data Modification
- SMC

Here data modification and SMC is the two many part of the PPDM techniques. In the case of data modification there is four part one is perturbation, condensation, K-anonymity, Differential Privacy and in the SMC there is classification and cryptography based anonymization is available. We show the one table for the merits and demerits for the PPDM techniques [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Merits</th>
<th>Demerits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perturbation</td>
<td>Different attributes are preserved like that is separate. It has high data utility.</td>
<td>Privacy preservation is very less. If we want to reconstruct the original data that is not possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensation</td>
<td>It is good performed with the stream data sets.</td>
<td>There is large amount of information loss occur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymization</td>
<td>There is individual privacy is maintained.</td>
<td>Use linking attack. Heavy information loss occurs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Privacy</td>
<td>Accuracy of results and improved utility.</td>
<td>There is problem that is Scalability level is still a question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolutionary Algorithms</td>
<td>It is more secure and effective.</td>
<td>High uncertainty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC</td>
<td>Accuracy of results Effective. Transformed data are exact and more protected.</td>
<td>Complicated when more than two parties are involved. And it is more Expensive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. ALGORITHMS

The k-anonymity model work with some algorithm and gives the different type of result. K-anonymity is the one most privacy preservation model that provide the protection on the anonymized data sets. Some algorithms are emphasized here.

A. SVM

Vapnik and colleagues (1992) groundwork from Vapnik & Chervonenkis’ statistical learning theory in 1960. SVM classifying data in common task in machine learning. A support vector machine constructs a hyper plane or set of training data point of any class since in general the larger the margin the lower the generalization error of the classifier.

The entire research on the support vector Machine is a one type of supervised machine learning scheme that divides the data sets in different two parts.

- linear classification
- Non-linear classification.
We can define SVM as a support vector machine that construct one line between parameters and find the maximum distance between the parameters and maximum result find the better results. SVM is used for classification, regression, or other tasks. In the linear classification in SVM it is possible to find linear hyper plane divides the data into two classes in the whole training process. In the non-linear classification all the data distributed in non-linear situation and it can hardly find a linear hyper plane to divide the data perfectly in original dimension. SVM is the supervised learning model. SVM is best supervised classifier [2].

B. Clustering Algorithm

Requirement of clustering is generate result based on data generated cluster by itself. It is called as the internal evaluation. These methods usually assign the best score to the algorithm which produces clusters with high similarity within a cluster and low similarity between clusters. Clustering is one type of un-supervised algorithm. The main goal of clustering algorithm is it determines the intrinsic grouping in a set of unlabelled data. Clustering algorithm has some requirement like it dealing with different type of attribute. It discover cluster with arbiter sets. There is some problems occurs like

Clustering algorithm for k-anonymity has shown great deal. We get one example like KNN which is call nearest neighbour which search can be done efficiently for low dimensional spaces with kd-trees or similar structures, in high dimensional spaces for query times with these structures reduce the linear search. There is another clustering algorithm is incremental clustering that improve the k-anonymized data set. Greedy clustering algorithm also available which but it does not lend itself but it improves the quality of a solution by that clusters.

C. KAMP

In the KAMP algorithm two pattern are include which are,

- generalization
- suppression

Basically in case of generalization there we will predict the value because in that value put in the one range like one person who age 35 in that case in the generalization we put the value in range like 33-36 like that and in the suppression the value of attribute are replace with some special value like “*” for that we get one example age with value [39] is generalized as [3*].In that case we don’t find the exact value that gives high privacy. K-anonymity of multi-pattern (KAMP) to protect data from re-identifying users by using the combination of patterns[8].

D. Hybrid anonymization

In hybrid anonymization there is s-hybrid and multi-dimensional hybrid for the k-anonymized dataset. Here we can say that hybrid anonymization is that in which a limited number of data elements can be relocated. We can say that relocation is potentially increasing the utility of anonymization at the cost of truthfulness. Hybrid technique can also be evaluated with respect to different cost metric and real application show that utility gain can better quantified [9].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

A. Comparison graph

Here we show that for algorithm which have all different complexity efficiency data utility, and time cost now we show the result.
Every here we can see that in the result that the complexity of the SVM, KAMP, Hybrid anonymization, and k-anonymous decision tree in the chart that shows that the SVM has the lower complexity in the group of algorithm. KAMP’s complexity is not lower but also not high so we find that the KAMP has needed to improve that complexity. In the case of the of hybrid anonymization that have high complexity and k-anonymous decision tree have also a high complexity.

For the Efficiency we find that the SVM have higher efficiency KAMP conduct lower efficiency. In the case of hybrid anonymization efficiency is good but that have to improve it. And in the last k-anonymous decision tree have the higher complexity.[5,10]

In the time cost we can find that the SVM need high timing so procedure is going to slow. So in that case we need to improve the time cost. In the second KAMP have low time cost so it is the faster than the SVM. In the case of hybrid anonymization that have high time cost that means it needed more timing than the KAMP in the last decision tree that need the low time cost so it is the faster in the case and it gives the fast result.

B. Line chart for data utility

We can say that It is a more important issue for utility of data privacy protection. We can say that in order to hide sensitive information, false information should insert the database, or block data values. Although sample Techniques do not modify the information stored in the database, but that, since their information is incomplete, still reduces data utility. More changes to the database, less data utility of the database. So estimated parameters of data utility is data information loss applied privacy protection. Of course, the estimate of information loss related with the specific data mining algorithms.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Finally, I conclude that privacy preserving in data mining is the main aspect to provide the privacy. Privacy is necessary to protect people in competitive situations. Using the k-anonymity with anonymization and using the suppression and generalization method for the more secure database it provide the security to the different type of datasets. K-anonymity is important privacy preserving model for the data mining. We also show the complexity, time cost, efficiency and complexity of our experiments. Privacy in data stream mining. Efficiency and minimum computation cost in distributed PPDM, Privacy and accuracy with minimal loss.
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